PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION REPORT

State: Nevada  County: Eureka  Mineral Products: Zinc

Name of property: Burning Moscow

Owner: Ernest Affianchino  Address: Eureka, Nevada

Lessee or Operator:  Address:

Location: Sec. 11, T. 18 N., R. 53 E. near the summit of Prospect Mountain

Examined Sept. 1943.

No samples taken.

History and production: Not known.

Type Deposit (Geology): The country rocks are limestones quartzites and shales, the zinc ore occurring in a gossan in limestone at the intersection of two zones of fissuring, one of which strikes N. 30° W. and dips vertically the other strikes N. 45° E. and dips flatter to the northwest.

Mine Workings: One shaft, 18 feet deep.